The Art + Science of
Value Investing

Most individual and institutional investors need equity market exposure in order to meet
important goals such as growing capital and outpacing inflation. But while equities
offer the potential to benefit from new markets, technologies, and products, they vary
widely in quality and upside potential. In addition, the speed, scale, and scope of
today’s markets make it challenging for investors to find the best opportunities.
Active Management Can Help

Traditional Value Investing, with a Differentiated Approach
Ceredex Value Advisors is an institutional investment management firm with a strong history of
identifying value in the equity markets. Through disciplined fundamental research, we strive to capture
compelling opportunities in undervalued securities. We strive to help investors achieve their long-term
goals by seeking to produce consistent financial results through a variety of market conditions.
Our strategies span the market-cap s pectrum and we manage large-cap, mid-cap, and small-cap
value equity portfolios.
Our investment philosophy is distinguished by four key tenets:
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DIVIDEND ORIENTATION

VALUATION APPROACH

We focus on dividend-paying companies
with good capital allocation strategies.

We identify low-expectations stocks that
are trading toward the lower end of
historical valuations relative to peers,
industry, and the market.

This provides an important source of
total return and may lower overall
volatility in declining markets.
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Over time, disconnects between price and
value often revert back to their mean.

FUNDAMENTALS

ACTIVE MANAGEMENT

We conduct rigorous fundamental
analysis to determine the true value of
companies, looking for catalysts that
have the potential to drive meaningful
price appreciation.

In the short run, markets are inefficient.
Opportunistic investors with a long-term
view can exploit trends of fear and greed
to enhance returns.
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Our Consistent, Value-Driven Process
We seek to deliver attractive long-term investment performance by combining a well-crafted,
methodical stock selection process with the dexterity to adapt to changing market conditions.
First, we conduct fundamental research and company-by-company analysis in order to identify
catalysts we believe indicate upside potential. Positive fundamental catalysts could include
management changes, restructuring, or new product introductions.
Next, we select stocks that are trading toward the lower end of historical valuations with the most
attractive risk/reward prospects, and apply an economic overlay to confirm our view of their
fundamental momentum.
Risk management is built into every step of our process. We view a company’s business exposure as
the primary factor in controlling risk.

Blending Art and Science for Better Results
THE SCIENCE

THE ART

Our methodology screens for
dividends, historic trading levels,
and a wide array of financial
measures, taking advantage of the
science of investing.

Finessing those findings is the art.
Interpreting the nuances in the data and
making informed decisions relies on the
distinctive experience, talent, and
knowledge of our investment professionals.
We believe successful investing requires
instinct and boldness—qualities that
fundamental research alone cannot reveal.

“We believe that undervalued, dividend-paying
stocks with improving fundamentals have the
potential to deliver attractive investment results.”
—Mills Riddick, CFA
Chief Investment Officer
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Three to Get In, One to Get Out
At Ceredex, buy and sell decisions are equally important. In our search for value, we consistently ask
three critical questions:

BUY DECISION
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A stock requires
all three for
purchase…

DOES THE
COMPANY PAY
A DIVIDEND?

IS THE
VALUATION
ATTRACTIVE?

ARE THE
FUNDAMENTALS
IMPROVING?

PORTFOLIO
30 to 80 dividend paying-stocks with attractive valuations and improving
fundamental momentum that may drive price appreciation.

SELL DECISION
…but a change
in only one of
these factors will
trigger a sale.

DIVIDEND IS
ELIMINATED

OR

VALUATION
TARGETS ARE
ACHIEVED

OR

FUNDAMENTALS
DETERIORATE OR
THE TIMING OF
THE CATALYST
IS EXTENDED

A Long-tenured Team
Sustaining an environment in which investment professionals can flourish is a critical element of
successful investing. Our core investment team has been managing value equity portfolios together
for over two decades, offering a degree of continuity uncommon in the investment industry.
With value equity investing roots tracing back to 1989, our boutique size and horizontal structure have
allowed us to develop a dynamic organization that attracts and retains top investment talent.
Ceredex is a wholly owned, independent subsidiary of Virtus Investment Partners (NASDAQ: VRTS),
a distinctive partnership of boutique investment managers singularly committed to the long-term
success of individual and institutional investors.
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A Fundamental Approach to Value Investing
Ceredex offers rigorously researched equity
portfolios that strive to help clients meet their
long-term goals. Three key factors differentiate
our approach:
 An emphasis on dividends, which reflect
management discipline and confidence in its
ability to generate positive cash flow and earnings.
 A rigorous analysis of absolute and relative
valuation to identify stocks that offer potential
opportunities for growth.
 Bottom-up fundamental research that indicates a
company has a potential catalyst for improvement.

For more information about Ceredex Value
Advisors’ value strategies, visit virtus.com.
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Virtus Investment Partners is a distinctive partnership of boutique
investment managers, singularly committed to the long-term success
of individual and institutional investors.
We are not constrained by a single investment approach; rather, we provide
access to independent, specialized investment philosophies through our multidiscipline, multi-strategy approach.

We have the flexibility, agility, and responsiveness of a boutique asset
management firm with similar product breadth and investment talent
of our larger peers.

We are committed to thoughtfully providing investment solutions, adhering
to the highest standards of product quality, operational excellence, and
fiduciary responsibility.

IMPORTANT RISK CONSIDERATIONS: Investment Risk: Investing is subject to risk, including the risk of possible loss of
principal. Equity Securities: The market price of equity securities may be adversely affected by financial market, industry, or
issuer-specific events. Focus on a particular style or on small or medium-sized companies may enhance that risk. Value Stocks:
Value stocks are subject to the risk that the broad market may not recognize their intrinsic value.
Not all products or marketing materials are available at all firms.
Not insured by FDIC/NCUSIF or any federal government agency. No bank guarantee. Not a deposit. May lose value.
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